Work of breathing measurement in the critically ill patient.
Weaning patients from mechanical ventilation in the intensive care unit can be difficult. In patients requiring prolonged ventilatory support it has been demonstrated that conventional weaning criteria are frequently incorrect. In this group measurement of respiratory work may be of benefit. Until recently, estimation of the work of breathing in patients receiving mechanical ventilation was logistically difficult. The availability of a computerized bedside monitoring device potentially allows easier estimation of the work of breathing at the bedside. The results of preliminary studies utilizing such monitoring are provocative: they highlight the phenomenon of nosocomial respiratory failure and challenge our clinical ability to determine patient workloads and timing of extubation. The potential benefits of work of breathing measurement, in particular the avoidance of respiratory muscle fatigue, earlier extubation, reduced duration of mechanical ventilation, reduction in ICU and hospital length of stay, and most importantly, a reduction in patient morbidity are yet to be demonstrated and concerns still exist about the monitor's accuracy.